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The  thesis,   consisting of eia-ht paintings and 

two drawings was exhibited  at the Weatherspoon Gallery 

of the Ifniversity of forth Carolina at Greensboro 

from Aoril   22 to "ay 7,   1973.     The works  show an 

investigation of images  reflected  in nonplaner surfaces 

which allow  for a new visual experience with  familiar 

objects and  still ides. 

A 35mm. slide of the works is on file in the 

Jackson Library of the University of North Carolina 

at Greensboro. 
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The exhibition is made up of paintings in oil or. canvas 

which experiment with nonplaner surfaces and the images 

reflected by these surfaces.  Each painting demonstrates 

an interest in an object or stillife transformed by the 

reflective surface at a moment in time and space.  This 

transformation is relative to the viewpoint of the spectator 

and establishes a new relationship between the spectator, 

or in this instance the painter, and the st11life.  Three 

transitions are involved:  (a)  from the object to the re- 

flective surface  (b) from the reflective surface to the 

painter (c) from the painter to the canvas. 

Before the painting was begun, an image was selected 

from the reflective surface.  In all the works there was a 

selection of portions of the reflected ima*e where the 

position of the painter was of primary importance.  Slight 

movement resulted in large alterations of the reflected 

Image.  The works, then, are not objective paintings or 

replicas of reflections, but composites of the various dis- 

torted Images seen in the reflective materials. 

In some of the paintings the reflected objects become 

unrecognizable, In others the objects maintain their Identity 

while the peripheral and central forms are altered.  The 

reflective surfaces allow for a combination of amplified, 

direct and suggested translations of the objects' visual 



characteristics.    Therefore the reflected  shapes  in all of 

the paintings are distorted,  pushed,  pulled,   broadened   and 

sometimes  inverted.    The paintings  sustain a visual co- 

herence which is attributed to the systematic alteration 

of shapes by the reflective  surfaces. 

The genesis of each painting is directly attributed 

to the position of the painter.     The space occupied  bv *he 

objects,  their shape and  form are determined by the ooint 

at which they hit the curvature of the reflective  surface 

Space,  shape and  form are often  flattened  into simple bands 

and areas  of color. 

All  of the paintinjrs were executed  over a predeter- 

mined period  of daylight and  artificial   light.     Each session 

for paintinc was controlled   ir order to maintain a situation 

of uniform  light.    This constant  In light was oertinent to 

color and value decisions made while the work was being done 

The transformation of shape, space and form shown in 

the paintings evokes a new reality and intimacy with each 

stillife or object reflected  by the  surfaces. 


